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Matroid Erection and Duality* 
ROGER DUKE 
Las Vergnas [6] and Nguyen [7] independently described the free erection of a matroid M and gave 
an algorithm for the determination of the hyperplanes of the free erection of M. 
The purpose of this paper is to look at the connection between erections of M and one-point 
extensions of the dual M*, and show that the Las Vergnas- Nguyen algorithm is the dual of an 
algorithm to construct the modular cut of M* generated by the cyclic flats of M*. 
I . INTRODUCTON 
For matroid background see [I] and [8]. 
All matroids will be defined on finite sets. Let M denote a matroid on E with rank 
function rM • For A ~ E let A be the closure of A in M. Let M* denote the dual of M and 
A* the closure of A in M* . Closed sets (flats) of M are partially ordered by inclusion. Two 
flats F, G of M are a modular pair if 
rM(F) + rM(G) = rM(F u G) + rM(F (\ G). 
A modular cut of M is a non-empty collection .It of flats of M satisfying the following two 
conditions: 
(I) A :::> FE .It => A E .It; 
(2) F, G a modular pair in .It => F (\ G E .It. 
Clearly .It is well determined by the family of minimum flats in .It. For any collection ~ 
of flats of M the intersection of all modular cuts containing ~ is a modular cut; it is called 
the modular cut generated by ~. 
The family of minimum flats in the modular cut .It generated by ~ can be described 
iteratively using properties (I) and (2). 
At the first stage take ~I = set of minimum flats in ~. 
At the ith stage take ~i = set of minimum flats in ~i-I u X where 
X = {F (\ G : F, G a modular pair of flats in M and 
3FI , GI E ~i - I with F;2 FI and G ;2 Gd. 
When the procedure terminates (when ~i = ~i - I) then ~i is the family of minimum flats of 
.It. 
There is, however, an alternative procedure for the construction of .lt in the special case 
when ~ contains all the cyclic flats of M. (A cyclic flat of M is a fla t which is the union of 
circuits.) 
At the first stage take f1#1 to be the set of minimum members (ordered by inclusion) of 
the family of all bases of flats in ~. 
That is, I E ~I if I is independent, I E ~, and J $ ~ for any proper subset J of l. 
At the ith stage let 
f1#i = set of minimum members of f1#i _ I u {II (\ 12: II, 12 E f1#i _ 1 
and II u 12 is independent in M}. 
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Standard matroid techniques show that when this procedure terminates (when fIJi = fIJi - I) 
then fIJi is the set of minimum members of the family of all bases of fiats of A . The set of 
modular cuts of M form a lattice under the partial order A I ~ A2 if AI ~ A 2 • The zero 
of this lattice is the modular cut containing all the fiats of M; the one is the modular cut 
containing only the fiat E itself (see [3]). There is a well-known one-one correspondence 
between modular cuts of M and one-point extensions of M (see [3]). Because of this 
correspondence the lattice structure on the modular cuts of M induces a lattice struc-
ture on the one-point extensions of M. Let M \ e and M le denote the deletion of e and 
contraction by e respectively. 
2. ONE-POINT LIfTS 
A one-point lift of M by p ~ E is a matroid L on E u p such that Lip = M and p is not 
a loop in L. We call p the lift-point. (L \ p is the Higgs lift [4] of the elementary map 
L \ P -+ M given by contracting out p from L.) Because (Llp)* = L *\p there is a natural 
one- one correspondence between the one-point lifts of M and the one-point extensions of 
M* . This correspondence induces a lattice structure on the one-point lifts of M. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L b e a one-point lift of M by p and let A be the modular cut of M* 
corresponding to the one-point extension L * of M*. Then for A c;: E, 
rL(A) = rM(A) + I if and only if E - A* ~ A; 
otherwise rdA) = rM(A). 
PROOF. Let E' = E u p. For any A c;: E 
IAI + rM.(E - A) - rM.(E), 
IAI + rp(E' - A) - rp(E'). 
Because rM.(E) = rp(E' ) (a one-point extension does not change the rank) then 
rL(A) - rM(A) = rL.(E' - A) - rM.(E - A) 
and the RHS of this equation is 1 if and only if the closure of E - A in M* is not in A . 
3. ERECTIONS 
An erection of M is a one-point lift L of M for which the lift point p is in general position; 
that is, p belongs to no cyclic fiat of L, other than possibly the fiat E' = E u p itself. An 
erection of M is non-trivial if p is not a coloop of L. In the non-trivial case M = Lip is just 
the truncation of L \ p. (U sually (e.g. , [2], [6]) L \ p is called the erection of M, but for the 
while we shall prefer to leave in the lift point.) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a one-point lift of M b y p and let A be the modular cut of M* 
corresponding to the one-point extension L * of M*. Then L is an erection of M if and only 
if A contains all the cyclic flats of M*. 
PROOF. It is well known that F -# 0 is a cyclic fiat of M* if and only if E - F is a cyclic 
fiat of M. Hence, L is an erection 
~ p is in no cyclic fiat of L (except possibly E ' = E u p) 
~ rL(F) = rM(F) for every cyclic flat F of M , F -# E 
~ E - F E A (by Lemma 2.1). 
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From this lemma we see not only that the erections of M have a lattice structure (see [2]) 
but this lattice is isomorphic to the interval [Ao, Ae] in the lattice of all modular cuts of 
M*, where Ao is the zero in the lattice and Ae is the modular cut generated by the collection 
of all cyclic fiats of M*. Hence a matroid M has no non-trivial erections if Ae = AD. 
If L * is the one-point extension of M* corresponding to the modular cut Ae then L is 
the one in the lattice of erections of M. We shall adopt conventional notation, drop the lift 
point, and call R = L\p thefree erection of M. Free erections were studied independently 
by Las Vergnas [6] and Nguyen [7] who give an algorithm for the construction of the 
hyperplanes of the free erection. This algorithm is essentially the same as that of the free 
completion given by Knuth in [5]. 
We can now give a different description of the hyperplanes of the free erection. 
THEOREM 3.2. The following are equivalent: 
(1) H ~ E is a hyperplane of the free erection R of M; 
(2) E - H* E Ae but for any e E E - H, E - {H u e}* 6; Ae. 
PROOF. H is a hyperplane of R 
¢> rR(H) = rM(H) and for any e E E - H 
rR(H u e) = rM(H u e) + 1 
¢> E - H* E Ae and E - {H u e}* 6; Ae (by Lemma 2.1). 
The description of the hyperplanes of R given by [6] and [7] involves an iterative 
procedure, whereas Theorem 3.2 simply involves checking whether certain sets are or are 
not in a given modular cut. However, this simplistic view hides what is really happening. 
To apply part (2) of Theorem 3.2 we first need to determine the minimum members of the 
family of all bases of fiats in Ae. Using the second procedure given in Section 1 with 
C(j = {all cyclic fiats of M*}, at the first stage we take 
&II {minimum broken circuits of M*} and at the ith stage 
ffli set of minimum members of f!4i_1 u g n 12: II, 12 E &li_1 
and II u 12 is independent in M*} 
Taking complements and dualizing we see stage I becomes: 
Let £'1 
and at the ith stage 
{maximum elements Hue where H is a 
hyperplane of M and e ¢ H} 
.Yf; = set of maximum members of .Yf;-I u {X u Y: X, Y E .Yf;-I and X n Y = E}. 
This is precisely the Las Vergnas-Nguyen algorithm, as modified in [1], and Theorem 3.2 
confirms that when the procedure ends (when .Yf; = £'i-I) then .Yf; contains the hyper-
planes of R (or .Yf; = {E} when there is no non-trivial erection). 
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